Celebrate DECA Month in November by attending the **DECA POWER Experience** — this year’s virtual version of The Ultimate DECA Power Trip.

Each week will feature on-demand content that will drop on Monday at 8:00 a.m. ET on the topics below.

**CAREER CONNECTIONS**
Learn from business and marketing leaders in the career pathways of marketing, finance, hospitality, business and entrepreneurship. Learn about current trends and challenges, innovations, paths to a successful career and more!

**COLLEGE OPPORTUNITIES**
Going to college soon? Admissions representatives tell all on key topics like selecting the right school for you, opportunities for involvement beyond courses and how to make sure you’re on the right track with key milestones.

**COMPETITION PREPARATION**
Want to know what it takes to win DECA Glass on the #DECAICDC stage? Discover how past competitors made it there for each major type of competitive event. Receive strategies and advice to increase your competitiveness and improve your performance.

**CHAPTER STRATEGY**
Elevate your DECA chapter to the next level by learning strategies for engagement, leadership and opportunity recognition.

The **DECA POWER Experience** will also feature:
- Three general sessions – one each week
- Live networking sessions each week to connect DECA members
- Virtual workshops hosted by DECA’s executive officers and association officer teams
- Advisor classroom companion to integrate many sessions into the classroom
- And so much more!

**FREE with paid DECA membership by October 30, 2020.**

Want to upgrade your experience?
- Exclusive conference long-sleeve t-shirts will be available for $15 per t-shirt.
- Test your competitiveness through an online exam and case study competition for $25 per member.